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Keeneland Race Course: Spring Meet 2017 
Fourteenth Day: Thursday, April 27 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Meet Stats to date: 122-34-21-17; 28% winners, 59% in the 
money 
 
 
RACE ONE 
The chestnut filly SUNNY SKIES is from the first-crop of Kentucky Derby 
(G1) winner Animal Kingdom, who is already represented by three two-
year-old winners to date in Australia. Normandy Farm homebred’s 
pedigree is two-turn oriented (she’s out of a Marquetry mare), and she 
does have a significant gap her public work tab from March 11 to April 1, 
but her current A.M. moves in Lexington are sharp, including a :35 2/5 
blowout from the gate six days ago. Futhermore, the McPeek barn had a 
pair of thirds on the card yesterday with juvenile first-time starters Pete 
Marwick and Sky Promise. Be sure to note the late rider switch, as Robby 
Albarado is nursing a broke ankle and is off all mounts on the card; rates 
top billing. AMERICAN ALPHABET is a $8,000 daughter of 2016’s leading 
first-crop sire Dialed In, who is represented by top Kentucky Derby (G1) 
contender Gunnevera and additional three-year-old stakes winners It’s 
Your Nickel and Montu. Trainer John Hancock’s babies have fared well at 
this meet and this filly is sitting on a useful four-furlong move from the 
gate, the highlight of an inconsistent public work tab; threat. GENUWINE 
ran well in her career debut at Keeneland two weeks ago to split a field of 
eight and was beaten five lengths and change for all the money. Her 
connections put blinkers on for the first time in this spot, and she beat 
three rivals in her debut (COUNTRY SWAY, BAYTOWN PRINCESS and 
MAMASITA) that she hooks again in this affair. She will be tighter this 
time around and has plenty of upside making just her second career start; 
contender. LULLINGSTONE makes up half of a formidable entry sent 
postward by trainer John Hancock. Her public work tab is peppered with 
gaps, but her latest gate breeze is sharp and jockey Paco Lopez can get one 
to break running. Oklahoma-bred is by top-10 leading second crop sire To 
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Honor and Serve, who won three-of-four starts as a juvenile including a 
pair of graded stakes; demands your attention in the paddock and post 
parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-2-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
HUNTER O’RILEY has been competing exclusively in black-type events in 
his past three starts, and he drops from graded stakes company into this 
light, second-tier allowance heat in this spot for top New York-based turf 
conditioner Jimmy Toner. Bay ridgling is a deep closer that is devoid of 
early speed in a race in which the early splits figure to be slow, but he’s at 
his best in turf marathons and was on the wrong-end of a photo finish 
when he was last seen on the Keeneland weeds. He’s clearly the class of the 
field, has finished in the money in eight-of-12 lifetime starts and will get a 
ground-saving trip on the hedge under jockey Corey Lanerie; holds all the 
aces. WAYWARD KITTEN figured to need his last start off a near two-
month hiatus, and he ran well when last seen at a nine-furlong trip over 
the local turf course last fall against tougher adversaries, where he rallied 
from off the pace and was beaten less than two lengths for the win. He has 
never missed the trifecta on the Keeneland lawn, gets the services of Joel 
Rosario and will be tighter this time around; contender. GREY WIZARD has 
demonstrated mild improvement since returning to the races off a near 14-
month layoff, and the turf marathoner will relish stretching out to this 12-
furlong trip in this heat. Gray was two lengths and change off eventual 
multiple graded stakes winner Honorable Duty when he last ran on turf in 
Lexington, and he has plenty of room for improvement making the third 
start of his current form cycle; threat. PATRICK’S DAY has finished in the 
money in nine-of-14 lifetime starts but has been the beaten favorite in his 
past three races at Tampa Bay Downs facing “two other than” allowance 
types at distances from a mile to a mile to a mile and a sixteenth on the 
weeds. Deep closer has a reliable finishing kick and figures to move 
forward in his second start of a near three month layoff, however he 
stretches out a half-mile off his past two starts to a distance at which he’s 
unproven; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-3-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
RITZY LASS figures to be forwardly placed and should get a good trip 
stalking probable pacesetter DUSTEM CAROLINA, and this chestnut 
daughter of Old Forester has finished in the money in four of her past 
seven starts while banging heads against open $25K claiming types in 
Pennsylvania and Maryland. She turns back to a distance at which she has 
won three-of-five lifetime starts, and I like the rider switch to Ricardo 
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Santana, Jr.; choice. VANILLA SCORE ran a big race in her last start off a 
layoff at Keeneland, as she stalked the pace and finished willingly to be 
beaten three-parts of a length for the win at nearly 25-1 facing open $20K 
claiming rivals last fall in Lexington. She hasn’t been worse than third in 
her past two dirt starts, responds to jockey Declan Cannon’s handling and 
has finished in the money in five-of-seven lifetime starts going a flat mile 
on dirt. The inside is the place to be with a short run to the first turn; 
contender. DUSTEM CAROLINA is one for her past 14, but the North 
Carolina-bred is a model of consistency having finished in the money in 10 
of her past 12 races. She’s at her best going three-quarters of a mile but 
stretches out to a distance at which she’s unproven, and she’s a tick cheap 
for this crew. She has a license to improve in her third start off a layoff and 
is the controlling speed of the race, but this afternoon’s one-mile distance 
figures to be her undoing in this heat; hangs on for part with a top try. 
BLUEGRASS SPECIAL is a dyed-in-the-wool closer that bested arguably 
tougher open $16K rivals on the grass in South Florida in her last start, 
and she won her last main track outing facing tougher open claiming 
company at nearly 11-1. She’s better on turf and probably wants more 
ground than eight furlongs; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
The fourth on Thursday’s card is a wide-open maiden allowance event 
going a flat mile on the grass and, as such, I’ll take a shot with the price 
play GO STELLAIRE, a daughter of Astrology (by A.P. Indy) that has useful 
past turf form and will be tighter in her second start off a lengthy layoff. 
Bay miss hooked a nice filly in eventual stakes winner Perfect Wife in her 
career debut, then was a good third in her turf and two-turn debut at Fair 
Grounds, finishing a length off a next-out winner despite get bumped at the 
break. She will appreciate stretching back out around two turns on turf 
and should get a great trip stalking the pace from the three-hole. She’s an 
enticing 10-1 on the morning line; has the looks of a “live” longshot. EGG 
ROLL is a $225,000 daughter of Kitten’s Joy out of California’s champion 
female of 2010 and 10-time stakes winner Unzip Me that finished third of 
11 while breaking from a wide post draw, beaten three lengths for all the 
money on debut at Gulfstream at odds of 19-1. Chestnut filly has plenty of 
upside, will likely improve in her second career start and she gets a 
positive rider switch to Jose Lezcano; major player. JAUNT is at the top of 
the pecking order on the also-eligible list, and she will be a factor should 
she draw into this affair for trainer Shug McGaughey. Claiborne homebred 
broke running from the parking lot in her last start in South Florida and 
caved after setting a moderate, pressured pace. She will love turning back 
to this flat mile distance, and she beat a nice filly in Bellavais three starts 
back only to be disqualified and placed third. Harlan’s Holiday filly won her 
last start off the sidelines and hooked a next-out winner in her most recent 
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race; contends if she runs. LA MANTA GRIS hasn’t been seen at the races 
in five months and this well-bred gray daughter of Lemon Drop Kid has 
some useful past turf form in Kentucky over “good” courses. On the down 
side, she has made the lead but hasn’t been able to finish the deal in her 
past two starts at low odds, and she may be a start away from her best 
effort. She should get a good trip stalking the pace, however, and attracts 
the services of Javier Castellano; cannot dismiss with confidence.  
 
SELECTIONS: 3-10-13(also-eligible)-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
ORBOLUTION is a $370,000 filly from the first-crop of Kentucky Derby 
(G1) victor Orb that will making her career debut for the Todd Pletcher 
barn, an outfit that sent out the two-year-old first-timer Salmanazar 
($4.20) to annex yesterday’s fourth race by a length and a half while 
breaking from the 12-hole under Johnny Velazquez. Her pedigree is two-
turn and turf oriented, but she debuts with Lasix and sports a gap-free 
public work tab since early March; looks “live” right out of the box. The 
Indiana-bred C J S SUZIE BYU has an extensive, relatively gap-free public 
work tab since early February for trainer John Hancock, whose juvenile 
stock have fared well at this meet. Her recent move from the gate in 
Lexington in :48 flat should have her on her toes; capable at first-asking. 
NOOTKA SOUND is a $100,000 Lonhro (Aus) filly out of a stakes-winning 
Empire Maker mare that scratched out of an open company heat yesterday 
in favor of this spot with horses of her own sex. Trainer Wesley Ward wins 
with a high-percentage of his juvenile first-time starters and this filly has 
been training forwardly locally, but she has a two-turn, turf-oriented 
pedigree. She’ll get plenty of attention at the windows; figures for part, 
may need the grass to graduate. THERIGHTTOBEARARMS is a $6,500 son 
of the late crack sprinter Fast Bullet, who had only one crop of foals that 
hit the ground in 2015. Chestnut filly has a sharp half-mile move over the 
local strip on April 9 in :47 4/5, and she followed up that breeze with a :49 
3/5 move from the gate nine days later; worth a look in the paddock and 
post parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-7-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
I’m drawing a line through HUMOR’s past two starts in Hot Springs, where 
he was facing allowance company on the dirt, a surface he clearly doesn’t 
care for, and this well-bred son of Distorted Humor out of the multiple turf 
graded stakes winner Film Maker will relish returning to the grass in this 
entry-level allowance affair. Chestnut broke his maiden on turf last fall at 
Churchill Downs, beating fellow entrant SIXTY FIVE (FR) in the process by 
a nose on the wire at this nine-furlong trip. He was a good fourth, beaten 
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less than two lengths for all the money when he last ran on the grass in 
Lexington, and he gained valuable seasoning facing winners in his past two 
races. He’s 8-1 on the morning line and will provide value at the windows; 
dirt-to-turf angle looks strong. SIXTY FIVE’s (FR) only previous poor 
outing on turf came off a two-month and change layoff, and the bay gelding 
has a license for further improvement in this affair making the third start 
of his current form cycle. French-bred just missed breaking his maiden at 
Churchill Downs last November in his first start for the Brad Cox barn 
when stretching out to nine-furlongs on turf, and he has been first-or-
second in two-of-three lifetime starts on grass. He ran 26 days ago and 
returns to the races as a gelding; contender. MANITOULIN returns to the 
races off a five-month hiatus for trainer Jimmy Toner and has run well in 
his past two starts off the sidelines at Saratoga and Keeneland, 
respectively. Chestnut is well suited to this mile and an eighth trip and if 
one throws out his race over the unconventional course at Kentucky 
Downs two starts back, his turf form against winners is solid. Jockey 
Florent Geroux won a pair of races on yesterday’s card; contender. The 
lightly-raced four-year-old BEALESTREET DANCER broke his maiden by a 
neck on the turf in South Florida besting a next-out winner, and he 
overcame a tight start in his debut run and rallied from off the pace to 
finish third of 10, beaten les than five lengths for all the money. $160,000 
gray son of Speightstown has all kinds of upside and will likely continue to 
improve for trainer Shug McGaughey, and he’s another who will make his 
first start as a gelding in this spot; contends in his first start against 
winners. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-2-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
It’s hard not to like RHYTHM PARK, who is as honest a $10-$16,000 
starter allowance horse that you can find, as the five-year-old has won 
seven of his past eight starts, has annexed five-of-six starts of the claim 
and has finished in the money in 12-of-22 starts lifetime. Divine Park 
gelding impressively won a $10K starter event by open lengths the last 
time he ran in Lexington, and he’s versatile enough to handle distances 
from six furlongs to one mile. He’ll be tighter in his second start off a layoff, 
possesses dangerous tactical speed and has beaten tougher company in his 
past two starts in Hot Springs. He’s a deserved 9-5 morning line favorite; 
play against at your own peril. MANHATTAN MISCHIEF hasn’t missed the 
exacta in his past seven starts, and he has retained honest form while 
moving up in class off the claim for trainer J.R. Caldwell, who haltered this 
son Into Mischief for $16,000 three starts back. Bay gelding exits some 
fast races at Oaklawn Park and slides into the $10K starter ranks in this 
spot, and he catches a compact, albeit competitive field. He won his last 
start at this seven-furlong distance on the main track by open lengths, and 
the outside post draw isn’t detrimental coming out of the chute. He’s 
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another that has effective tactical speed; contender. NELSON’S EL 
CAMINO, similar to the top two choices, is a very consistent horse that has 
dangerous tactical speed and has a license to move forward in his second 
start off a layoff. Gray son of Political Force has run a pair of good races for 
high-percentage trainer Robertino Diodoro while moving up in class, and 
he made all the pace and won clear in his last start facing a tough field of 
$12,500 starter allowance types in at Oaklawn Park. He’s a “need-the-lead” 
type but can get game when engaged on the front-end; threat. FAVORITE 
COACH has an affinity for Keeneland, as he has finished first-or-second in 
five-of-nine prior starts in Lexington and has won his past three races 
locally sprinting on dirt. He had a big year in 2016 winning five-of-nine 
starts, he’ll likely move forward in his second start off the shelf and he’s 
yet another entrant with effective tactical speed. The seven-furlong trip is 
the x-factor, however, as he stretches out to a distance at which he’s 
unplaced from two previous starts. He’ll be a good price and loves this 
racetrack, however; cannot eliminate with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-5-4 
 
 
RACE EIGHT   
I’ll take a shot with the price play MUCHO MACHO BETS in this wide-open 
entry-level allowance race going nine-furlongs on the grass, as the gray son 
of Macho Uno has “sneaky” good turf form and will be a good price on the 
tote board. He figured to need his last start off an extended layoff and 
caught a “good” turf course in his first start against winners. Additionally, 
he was bumped around at the break in that heat and was rank and wide on 
the far turn. He’s the lone entrant in the field with a prior win on turf going 
nine furlongs, and his past form on the weeds over “firm” going is solid. 
He’ll be tighter in his second start off the shelf, and jockey Julien Leparoux 
will replace the injured Robby Albarado. He’s 12-1 on the morning line; 
choice, at a square price. SOUTHERN WILD hasn’t been able to handle 
PRODUCER, NESSY and MUCHO MACHO BETS in the past, but he is 
capable of running a big race fresh and he returns to the races off a three-
month plus layoff in this affair. His last race isn’t as bad as it first looks on 
paper, as his chances were compromised by a wide trip, and he was only 
beaten four lengths for all the money. He ran well the last time he was seen 
at this mile and an eighth trip on turf, can handle “good” and “firm” going 
and gets the services of jockey Javier Castellano; threat. The consistent 
NESSY has finished in the money in eight-of-11 lifetime starts but has a 
penchant for running third. He has never missed the trifecta at this mile 
and an eighth trip on grass, has never run a poor race with the 
combination of blinkers and Lasix and has improved in each start for 
trainer Ian Wilkes. He’s still eligible for the “non-winners of two lifetime” 
condition, however, and this is a competitive race; likely for part, taking a 
stand against for top honors. MUTAZEN returns to the grass in this spot 
after an uninspiring effort in his first outing against winners on dirt, 
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though he did stumble at the start in that affair which certainly 
compromised his chances. His past turf form against maidens in South 
Florida is solid, though he was well-beaten in his only prior start on grass 
going nine furlongs, and he’s unproven on grass at distances beyond a mile. 
He’ll get a ground-saving trip on the fence and has a right to move forward 
in his second start off the shelf; dirt-to-turf angle playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-3-5-1  
 
 
RACE NINE 
LUTHER D gets wheeled back for trainer Nick Zito, whose barn sent out 
Makarios ($4.60) to win yesterday’s fifth race, off a solid effort versus 
similar rivals 15 days ago in Lexington. It’s encouraging that High 
Multiple, who beat him a three-parts of a length last out, came back to be a 
game second on yesterday’s card at 15-1 facing $20K conditioned claiming 
company in his first start against winners. He has never run a bad race on 
dirt and will be forwardly placed in a race lacking a preponderance of 
front-running types; choice. WISSAM is a $100,000 son of Tiznow who 
retained dull form despite dropping in class in his most recent start, and he 
continues the class descent looking for a reversal of form in this heat for 
trainer Todd Pletcher. He did hook stablemate and Kentucky Derby (G1) 
contender Patch in his career debut, and he has had to endure roughish 
trips in his first two starts, but he will be pounded at the windows as he’s 
on the drop. I don’t think his low odds will accurately reflect his chances of 
winning the nightcap; likely for part, taking a stand against for top honors. 
HEARTIFIX has finished second in four-of-six lifetime starts facing lesser 
stock in Louisiana, but he acts as if he’ll like stretching out to a nine-
furlong trip and he’s bred top and bottom to handle the extra distance. He 
gets second-Lasix and should get a great trip stalking the pace; threat. I’m 
drawing a line through KITTEN FOR GRANNY’s last start, where he was 
bumped around in the stretch and lost his footing on the fence while 
getting buried inside in an 11-horse field in a roughly run race. He’s eligible 
for improvement making the third start of his current form cycle, and 
trainer Mike Maker sent out Gorgeous Kitten ($12.20)—Leparoux up— for 
Team Ramsey to win yesterday’s seventh race; contends with a clean trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-6-9 
   


